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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Vanleigh RV Beacon 41FLB, VanLeigh RV Beacon fifth wheel 41FLB
highlights: Dual Bath Sinks Five Slides Kitchen Island with Farm Sink Bath and a
Half Front Living Area Slide Out King Bed Windshield in Front Cap ? Invite the
grandkids along for your next trip to the Grand Canyon in this fifth wheel. The
front living area will be a favorite spot to visit with its dual tri-fold sofas , theater
sofa, and 55" TV with a 40" fireplace. The kids can convert this area into their
bedroom at night, while you and your spouse enjoy the master bedroom. You'll
find plenty of storage space, including two bedroom closets and shelving, a
dresser, plus a window seat cabinet for books or throw blankets. The dual bath
sinks in the rear bath allow you and your spouse to get ready at the same time,
and the kids can brush their teeth in the convenient half bath . In the morning,
prepare eggs and bacon on the Insignia oven and cooktop, then dine together at
the dinette with chairs . If the weather is nice, you may want to sit under the two
patio awnings before hiking the day away! ? Each Beacon fifth wheel by VanLeigh
RV is made with your comfort in mind. From the high-quality Franklin furniture ,
made in the U.S.A, to the Cool Gel Memory Foam mattress, it's easy to find luxury
features at every turn. There is a galley window in each model so you will have a
view of the great outdoors as you clean up, and each kitchen includes a stainless
steel farm sink , a hand-built pantry to store all your items, plus an LG residential
refrigerator with ice and water in the door. You will love the sleek look of the full
overlay hardwood cabinetry and faceferames , the hand laid vinyl tile flooring
throughout, and the hardwood ceiling decor with recessed LED lighting. Plan to
travel year around with the Whisper Quiet A/C system , the 42,000 BTU furnace,
and the 7,200 BTU electric fireplace, plus each model is constructed with a fully
enclosed and heated underbelly with heat return. The outside of the Beacon
features two patio awnings on slide boxes, an LED lighting system, plus dual
exterior speakers to keep the party going day or night!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21090888
VIN Number: 35183-21090888
Condition: New
Length: 42
Slideouts: 5

Item address , Anoka, Minnesota, United States
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